1. INTRODUCTION. Consider n-dimensional lattice paths, cons/sting of positive unit steps, from 0 to A=(~l,~2,..,~,) such that all the points (xl,x2,...,x,) of those paths satisfy x,~xa~" .~,x,. The problem of counting the number of all those lattice paths is equivalent to the n-candidate ballot problem and has attained several solutions (see [12] for references).
In this paper, more generally, we encounter the problem of counting all lattice paths from Pf(Px,~2,...,~n) to A, each point (x,,x2,...,xn) of which satisfying x~a.. There is a bijection between lattice paths from 0 to A and permutations of the multiset ~1X~,2 ~2 .... ,n ~'"] (this symbol denotes the ERATTENTHALER multiset with objects [1,2,...,nJ and multiplicities (,~,,k2,...,X.)). Namely, each k in a multiset permutation is interpreted as step in the xk-direction. MacMahon calls the permutations corresponding to those paths, whose points satisfy x~'-'~x,, "lattice permutations". He is lead to consider lattice permutations when evaluating the generating function for plane partitions of a given shape A [8, sec.IX, ch.III;
sec.X]. What has to be done is to count lattice permutations by the major-statistics; i.e., to evaluate the weighted sum ~qmaj I, where the sum is over all lattice permutations t of the multiset [l~l,2x2,...,r~"3. For these results there are proofs by Schur functions [11] , a combinatorial proof explaining the determinantal expressions [5] dj{~,i) is the difference between the number of j~s and the number of (j+l)'s in ~1--.~t. Obviously dj(~20)=O.
In this paper, a latt/ce path ~=(p(O),p(q),...,p(p)) will be s finite ~equenee of points in the integer lattice Z n with positive unit steps~ i.e. for ~%0, p(i+l)-p(~)=Ej, for some j, l~j~n. Ej stands for the vector with the j-th coordinate being equal to ~, all other being equal to 0.
[P(0]k will denote the k-th coordinate of the /-th point on the path ~.
A lattice path p from p to X can be symbolized by a pair (p,~), where p=p(O) and ~S(X-p). ~ is obtained by proceeding along the path, ~tarting at its first point p, and successively writing a k for each step gRATTENTHALER in the Xk-direction. To be precise~ ll-'~i~a...~p, where p=I~. (3, 3, 3) ). Then Po is symbolized by the pair ((1,2,1), 33121).
The set of all lattice paths from p to X is denoted by M(p---~X.). We write M(p--~) § for the set of all lattice paths from 9 to ~ whose points all lie in D,. For p,~D n the set M(F-~X) + is equal to the set of all lattice paths from p to ~ not touching any one of the hyperplanes (2.2) xl -xl+l = -I , .9221,2,...,n--1.
Let Hi denote the hyperplane xl-xi+z~-I and R i the reflection at H s.
M(p-~X)-stands for the set of all lattice paths from p to X which touch at least one of the hyperplanes in (2.2). Obviously M(0-~) +, or better 
The corresponding
142365. By 
Y(P(x/p) ,=c; q) =~ ~'P ,
where the sum is over all p~M(p--~) +.
Let P(~/p) denote the the poset with same basic set as P(~/p), i.e., the right-hand side of (3.7), but with reversed partial order, meaning For the labeling ~.e(x/p), =.,,4 q)
.Ir.~ l we obtain that the generating function for column-strict reverse skew In both cases the sum is over all pEM(p--~A) +. KRATTENTHALER ((j,j;+l) is the transposition which exchanges j and ./+1.) Therefore, replacing the portion of the path until the last meeting with Hj by its reflection with respect to Hj, turns this path into a path from P~,C.1,J+,) + e~Cj,j+~) =
ZEILBEHGER'S REFLECTION
to ~, touching Hj. This defines the desired bijection, hence (4.2) holds.
Since, because of IAtD,, for cfZid we have (p~tea)~D,, we get 
dl(ij(,),i) ~ dj(Ll(s),~-d) ,

~-1 implies dj(Ij(,),i) "~ dj(tj(,),r-1)
.
In other words, (r-l) is the largest integer where the function As corollary of (5.11) we get The next definition introduces the "raise" function Rj, which will turn out to be the inverse of Lj. is well-defined and 0$t~pj-pj+l). Because of Ljt(~) being well-defined for t=0, inductively we deduce that Lj is applicable on ~ for {Fj-pj+~+l) times. This shows that ~ is well-defined for PjlPj+l. Similar arguments settle that ~ is well-defined also in the case pjLpj+s. 
In other words, # is an involution. serves to evaluate ~lr--)A; q)+ and F'(p--~X; q)+, but we need another bijection ~ with the help of which ~(p--*X; q)+ and F'(F-~X; q)+ can be evaluated. We shall only give the analogous definitions in order to construct ~, but without coment, and leave the details to the reader. Extending t to lattice paths p by
t(p) ffi (tCp(1)) ..... t(p(p)))
it is not difficult to verify Unfortunately, Lemma 5, used above to establish Corollary 6, seemingly does not apply to this case. 
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